The preliminary studies on preparation and characterization of bulk nanoporous zinc as a laser target candidate to generate soft x-ray
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1. Introduction

EUV lithography is the next generation lithography for more compact, with node size as small as 40nm integrated circuit (IC) fabrication process. This technology has attracted attention of the industry compared to E-beam lithography for its possibility to apply in mass production which is ideal commercially. With EUV, the fabricating rate of wafer can reach 100 wafers per second. However, to achieve the requirements, a reliable laser source with power can reach up to 100 W and repetition rate of 300Hz is needed. As for the time being, liquid target has been the leading prospect for major LPP research around the world. However, there are problems such as debris and on maintaining the stability of the metal liquid which have temperature of several hundred degrees Celsius, not to mention to find suitable candidates for the jet sprayer. The system will definitely cost more compared to a more stable and less debris solid state target. The resulting outcomes also expected to involve various aspects, to increase frequency shot on source, that source can be turned continuously in different surface to obtain optimum wavelength. These are the framework in determining problem to such system source before configuring the solution.

As an effort to counter these problems, this paper presented the solution on the very fundamental base, the target itself. This paper presents the preliminary result of preparing ideally low density target that should fulfill the low density plasma requirements for LPP and offering more stable and reliable source target for the EUV laser system. Taking into account that the repetition rate of the laser system mention before, we are aiming for a cylinder shaped target that will rotate while being irradiated by the driver laser, thus guaranty high repeating rate and a uniform surface ablation of the target surface. The porous bulk material needed is prepared by sintering powdered metal and metal oxide.

Sintering offers the flexibility of making the target into desired shape. We are able to get porous form through material mixture and also by controlling certain parameters such as pressure, temperature and material ratio. Here, we proposed an unconventional yet novel method in achieving the porosity which involved the organic binder. Organic binder selection is also a factor that contributes to nanoporous.

The challenges that are being faced by EUV lithography just cannot be overcome by costly expenses, [1]. Continuous further study the possibility of reducing the cost for the EUV lithography project in the future can be achieved. Result from these studies might also open ways to other possible application, such as electronic devices. Porous oxide is an insulator, but in porous atomic configuration, it might behave as semiconductor. Therefore, a study on radiation plasma can also be
benefited in other fields. In this paper, despite of Sn and SnO2 target used in actual EUV lithography system, we use Zn. The reason is that Zn has the metal properties as Sn, even though differs in melting or boiling point. The other reason is that Zn is more sensitive to oxidation or chemical reaction compared to Sn, which makes it is perfect control experiment. Finally, zinc is also a candidate for soft x-ray (XUV) lithography [2].

2. Methodology
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**Preparation to fabricate the nanoporous zinc**

Nanomaterials have been the core focus to fabrication research because the subset of nanostructure materials possess unique surface, structural and bulk properties that underline their important uses in various fields such as ion exchange, separation, catalysis and sensor . In this experiment, an unconventional methods were used to fabricate the laser target, by integrating two different materials namely zinc powder with starch. In the first part of this experiment, the mixtures of zinc powder with starch are blended. Next, the mixture of both materials will be compacted and through the heating process below melting point using sintering and compacting method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Compaction) /pressure</th>
<th>Diameter molding</th>
<th>(Sintering) /Temperature /Time</th>
<th>(ratio) /Zinc/Organic Binder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Powder mixing process**

In this process, the zinc powder and starch are weighed under certain weight. Once the selected powders are weighed, the powder must be thoroughly blended together to ensure maximum dispersion of the particles for optimal mechanical properties. In order to achieve discrete particle reinforced microstructures, the reinforcing phase must be spread out throughout the matrix phase. After being weighed out to the designated amounts, the powders are poured into single glass jar and lid is closed tightly. The method for blending the powders is shaking the dry powders by hand. This mixing technique is accomplished by repeatedly shaking the jar back about 5 minutes. The samples are prepared in this project, each sample have different powder doses ratio in order to get porosity of zinc target perhaps after sintering process where the starch would evaporate.

**Powder compacting process**

Powder compacting process is a process whereby mixed powder from previous step will be compacted into a die or mould through the application of high pressure to get desired solid shape.

**Sintering process**

Sintering process is the process for making objects from powder, by heating the material in a sintering furnace below its melting point which reference as solid state sintering until the its particle adhere to each other. Sintering is traditionally used for manufacturing ceramic objects, and has also found uses in such fields as metallurgy.

**Analyzing process**

The XRD analysis of target as bulk material was performed in order to discriminate between the powders to identify unknown substances. Besides that, the structural analysis was indicated by SEM.

3. Results and Discussion
Result

Structure after compaction

The structure analysis found the formation between zinc and organic binder had good formation with certain ratio. Although the ratio of organic binder was increased, the effects of formation depend on the ratio. In this case, the samples achieved good formation without crack or deformed.

Structure after sintering

The samples preparation found the certain samples crack cause the evaporation of organic binder during sintering process. In this case, the sample with more organic binder easily cracked or crumbled cause of evaporation organic binder. Moreover, the distribution of organic binder influences the structure of the samples.

Based on the XRD diagrams above display the zinc give has the highest peak which clearly is the dominant elements. But there are also peak is high apart from the zinc because the zinc oxide also displayed relatively high peak. This is because zinc has been oxidized during sintering process. The oxidized of samples overcome or reduce the problem by the flow of gas argon. The phase of zinc or other elements can analyze by the degree theta and intensity. In figure 2 a) show the peak formation zinc. In this phase the match of zinc formation can see in figure 2 b) by PCPDF information. PCPDF information shows the degree and intensity of the zinc element. However this is an initial preparation step direction of zinc as control experiment.

Result from SEM analysis found pore sized as small as 0.43um. This is good yield to obtain bulk nanoporous itself and a reliable solution from liquid condition. From the result, it is believed that if the parameters and the environment of the sintering process are controlled, a
smaller pore size yet rigid materials can be achieved. The uniformity of the pore size, even though not being one of this research main aims, might be resulted if appropriate parameters applied.
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**Fig. 4 Pore size comparison**

Figure 4 exhibit comparisons between samples 1 which have less amount of binder with sample 2. The graph shows that the less amount of binder used the smaller pore size would be. Even though the use of less binder in the sample might cause the zinc atoms would have direct contact and became a more dense crystal structure, thus eliminating the pores that we are intended to create in the first place. The reduction number of pores would bring a high density bulk. These results compare only on the amount of binder. More binder in the sample might means the sample can sustain a larger pressure in the compaction process. The result of comparison and characterization of other parameters such as compaction pressure, temperature, and time will be discussed in the future.

### Discussion

The process of preparing bulk nanoporous spells opportunity to study more detail on source material as suitable target. There are challenges of getting source material that fit for 13.5nm wavelength EUV lithography source with low and containable debris. The challenges are related with technical method to get structure dimensional for 32nm circuit width or below require decision accuracy in IC. This is the different EUV lithography challenge compared conventional optical lithography. Laser wavelength effect is one of the important aspect but other challenge is the mask accuracy to form structure desired. The state also need impervious environment from air. This is part of challenge for production process EUV lithography to tackle. The suitable optic framework selection is also a task to handle. The biggest challenge is procured source material that is suitable to produce wavelength that is effective without debris apart from challenge stated previously. However the zinc source selection this time is initial study for the project to gauge structure bulk nanoporous itself before further study by different type of source. The zinc also has potential as target radiation plasma for soft x-ray. With this study at least enabled us to study related matter source that is suitable in EUV lithography later. Through initial study from the structure zinc that find out is pore size is formed through experiment process. There is an early picture that experiment successfully implemented but there is still needs to investigate the porosity that is subtler suitably for EUV lithography source. In fact, the zinc actually is also used as plasma source like has been talking about in coherent sources of XUV radiation: soft X-ray lasers and high-order harmonic generation [2]. EUV also dubbed as XUV which is known as soft x-ray that proportional wavelength in 1nm to 100nm wavelength. However wavelength is more extreme below 13.5nm known as EUV. XRD test also be implemented to know level structure the zinc after the experiment carried out.

### 4. Summary

From EUV lithography exposure new dimension for future semiconductor industrial that more competitive with high technology emerge. In this project actually gives early exposure experiment on bulk nanoporous as either physical form that is suitable as a source material. By making source material as bulk nanoporous, it is believed that the debris problem could be tackled. This is an initial finding towards the goal to replace source material from liquid which faced debris problem. Having another target which have the same or lower density but with a different physical state sounds very promising. EUV lithography has the capacity to become the leading tools to fabricate device that is more complex and deluxe in cheap price. Early expectation of the project is an effort to use Sn and SnO₂ in the future further experiments. To counter the high frequency shot problems, we propose to fabricate a rotating nanoprous zinc, Sn and SnO₂ target. Based on road map semiconductor that imagine new dimension for high-tech device production, EUV lithography is crucial. Zinc can also be classified as a plasma source radiation target in XUV, opening doors to new studies, along with Sn which already have been known as a 13.5nm light source target.
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